Teacher’s Guide
Following the operative descriptions is a table showing which operatives are best on which
missions. We encourage you not to give this table to players of the game, but instead to allow
them to search out the best operatives for each mission.
Operative
John

Specialty

Gender

Special Powers

Finance

Male

Budgets, Basic Investing, Making your money grow, Avoiding
debt

John is the „Answer Man‟ on personal finance. He‟s got the smarts to help you on managing
financial „tight spots‟ and has a complete utility belt of financial savvy. (John is the operative who
appears first in the operative selection screen.)
Deacon
Investment

Investment Strategy, Diversification, Market Trends, Knows
when to buy and hold

Male

Deacon knows how to follow the numbers. He‟s the go-to resource on investments. Got questions
on Mutual Funds, Stocks, the best investment strategies, Deacon is the perfect backup to have.
Rebecca
Career & Work

Career selection, Professional development, Work trends and
benefits

Female

Rebecca knows how to “work” the system. She‟s expert at finding the right fit, if you‟re picking a
career or finding a better one. Any questions on compensation, general benefits, pay scales,
industry career trends, she‟s there.
Mei-Li
Credit

Managing credit, Getting out of debt, Knows how to benefit
from credit

Female

Mei-Li is the 'Go to Person' for everything related to credit. She's expert at reading a credit card
statement and understanding finance charges. Need help knowing when to use credit and when not
to? Mei-Li has the answer.
Miguel
Education

Male

Education strategy, Human capital, Opportunity cost

Miguel is the 'brainiac' of the group. He's got the smarts to help you plan for your future after high
school. He's an expert at assessing strengths and interests, then finding the right type of education
or training to fit.
Terrell
Corporate Analyst

Male

Corporate financial statements, Industry trends

Terrell is a genius when it comes to analyzing a company's financial statement. He can help you
understand what the numbers really mean. Any questions about revenue, earnings per share, or
industry trends, Terrell's got your back.
Erica
Economist

Female

Economic forecasting, Business cycles, Monetary policy

Erica is an expert on the economy. She knows how to cope with ups and downs in the market. If
you need to know about the GDP, money supply, or leading economic indicators, she's standing by.
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